
DIY42070 All Terrain Off-Road Pickup LED

Lighting Set

Package Includes:

• 1 x Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

• 2 x Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders

• 6 x 15cm White Lamp Beads

• 12 x 30cm White Lamp Beads

• 1 x 15cm Connecting Cable

• 1 x 30cm Connecting Cable

• 1 x 50cm Connecting Cable

• 1 x LED White Light Strip

• 1 x AAA Battery Box (3 x AAA batteries is not included)

• 1 x USB Power Cord



• Several Building Block Accessories



Note:

Route above and below the building boards

The wires can be placed between or under the boards, but they are placed correctly

between the studs

Install lights on building blocks

Make sure they are placed correctly (yellow LED components are exposed). You can place

them directly on top of the studs of the building block or in between.



Link the wire jack to the socket

Be very careful when inserting the cord socket into the socket, the socket

can only be inserted in one way. With the socket facing up, look for the

soldered "=" sign on the left side of the port. When you insert the port,

the side of the socket with exposed wires should face the soldered "=" sign.

If the plug is not easy to insert into the port, do not force it.

Inserting the socket incorrectly may cause the pins in the port to bend

or the socket may overheat when connected.

Connect the wires to the light bar



Take care when inserting the wires into the light strip connector, the plug can only

be inserted one way. With the light bar facing up, make sure that the side of the

plug that exposes the wires is facing down. If the plug cannot be easily inserted

into the interface, do not force it. So as not to damage the interface and plug.。

Insert the battery into the battery compartment

Several battery cases have different specifications. Please pay attention to the

positive and negative poles of the battery.



The correct install way of AA battery

Positive electrode

The correct install way of Button battery box (flat)

The positive upward

Negative upward

The correct install way of Button battery box (round)

2Pcs batteries positive upward



Installation Notes:

First take an Socket with 6 Outlet Extenders, a 15cm white light bulb, and an AAA battery box

(and correctly install 2xAAA batteries, see the instructions above for installation methods)

Connect them together, the test lamp will light up normally, and pull out

all plugs after the test



Remove the orange indicator light on the left side of the locomotive



Pass the small plug of 15cm white lamp bead through the gray round hole



The wire is pulled to the end, so that the lamp particles are just stuck in the

round hole, and the luminous surface is facing outward

Restore 1x1 transparent orange dots, fixed lamp bead



Pull up the black bolt on the transparent lampshade



Open the lamp cover outward

Pass the lamp grain line through the round hole shown



The lamp bead line goes to the rear of the car, and remove the two headlights

indicated by the arrows



Break down the headlights



Take out two 15cm white light bead, two 1x1 transparent dots

Take a lamp bead and pass it through the gray plug



Pull the lamp bead line to the end, the lamp bead is just stuck in the round

hole, and the luminous surface is facing outward

Fasten the 1x1 transparent blue dot on the technology bolt to fix the lamp bead



Install another lamp in the same way



Put the lamp bead plug through the round hole as shown

Install the gray bolt on the round hole



Install another lamp in the same way



Reset the lampshade



Twist the two lamps just installed and the wires together

Pass the twisted wires through the gray round hole under the head



Pass the orange indicator light wire through the round hole and pull it out of

the middle of the car

The effect after the wire is passed is as follows



Turn to the side, head to the right, remove the white handle indicated by the

arrow



Pull out the two black bolts at the back of the door (do not pull it out completely)



Remove the door

Remove the dome light



Disassemble the roof lights as shown below

Take a 30cm white light bead with the luminous surface facing up and place it

on the stud, pay attention to the lamp grain line in the middle of the stud



Restore 1x1 transparent yellow slope and fix lamp bead



Take another 30cm white light bead and install it to the roof light in the same

way



Restore the roof lights as a whole

Twist the 3 lamp bead wires together



Bend the wire to the back and fit it in the middle of the bottom plate

Bend the wire to the back and fit it in the middle of the bottom plate



The lamp bead line is pulled to the bottom of the vehicle along the side, and

behind the black pedal along the gap indicated by the arrow



Restore the door

Take a 30cm white light bead, a 1/2 gray technology plug, and a 1x1 transparent

light blue dot



Pass the wire plug through the gray plug (with one side)



The lamp bead is stuck in the round hole, the luminous surface is facing outward

Fix the lamp bead with 1x1 blue transparent dots



Insert the lamp bead plug through the black round hole shown



Pull the wire from the inside and install the lamp bead on the mudguard



Continue to pass the light bead line through the gray beam under the car and

pull it out of the car



After the left body is installed, turn to the other side of the front and remove

the orange indicator light

Take a 15cm white lamp bead, pass through the round hole, install the indicator

light as before





Pull out the black bolt on the lampshade and open the lampshade outward



Remove two headlights



Pass the orange indicator wire through the round hole shown in the picture and

pull it out from the bottom of the car



Break down the two headlights



Take two 15cm white light bead, two 1x1 blue transparent dots

Pass the lamp bead plug through the gray plug (with one side)



Buckle 1x1 blue transparent parts on the lamp bead

Install another car light in the same way



Put the plug of the light cable through the round hole shown in the figure to

restore the lamp. The method is the same as before.



Restore the transparent lampshade



Twist the two lamp bead wires together

Put the screwed light wires together through the gray round hole on the bottom

of the car, as shown below



Pass the orange indicator wire through the same round hole

Finally, there are 6 lamp bead lines under the head



Turn to the other side, head to the left, remove the white handle



Pull out the two black bolts behind the door to remove the whole door



Remove the dome light

Disassemble the roof lights as shown below



Take a 30cm white lamp bead and place it on top of the stud, the lamp grain line

passes through the stud gap

Restore 1x1 yellow transparent slope, fixed lamp bead



Take another 30cm white light bead and install it in the same way



Restore other parts on the ceiling light and fix the wires



Twist the two lamp bead wires together

Bend the wire to the back and fit it in the middle of the bottom plate



Restore the ceiling light to the body

Pull the wire to the bottom of the car and insert it behind the black pedal from

the gap indicated by the arrow



Take a white light bar and a 30cm cable



Connect the cable to the light bar



Remove the adhesive tape

Paste the light bar above the cab, in the middle, with the connection line towards

you



Thread the cable through the gap in the roof



Thread the cable through the gap in the roof

Pull the cable from the position shown in the figure to the end



The 30cm cable is the same as the dome light, passing behind the black pedal

Restore the door



Take out the battery box with the switch facing upwards and put it under the

seat

The battery box is placed diagonally in the cab, as shown below



Pass the battery box wire from the gap in the figure to the bottom of the car



Close the door, leaving the wires below



Take out a 30cm white light bulb, a 1/2 gray technology plug, and a 1x1 transparent

light blue circle

As before, put them together



Pass the lamp beads line through the black round hole on the fender

Install the lamp bead on the side of the mudguard



Pass the lamp bead line through the gray crossbeam under the car



Lay the vehicle on its side with the head facing left



Take an Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders

Connect the 6 lamp bead on the front of the car to Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders



Take a 15cm cable and connect to Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders



Remove the glue from the socket

Plug the socket into the gap shown



Paste the socket to the bottom of the car

Pass the 15cm cable through the gray round hole





Take a Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

Connect the 15cm cable to Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders (socket in the middle)



Connect the 4 lamp bead of the dome light to the Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

(the socket in the middle position)

Wind the lamp wire around the socket to eliminate excess wires



Connect the 30cm cable of the cab to Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders



Wrap the cable around the socket

Connect the power cord of the battery box to the Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

(the side sockets)



Take two double-sided tapes and paste them on both ends of the Socket with 12

Outlet Extenders (close to the round holes)

Paste the socket to the bottom of the car, as shown



Pass the light particle line on the fender through the gray beam on the bottom

of the car, as shown below



Appropriately wrap around the Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders , and then insert

the plug into the Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders



The light particles on the fender on the other side, the same way through the

gray beam on the bottom of the car



Appropriately wrap around the 12 sockets and insert the plug into the 12 sockets



Now turn on the battery box switch, test the currently installed lighting, and

light up normally



Turn off the power after the test, take out a 50cm cable



Connect the 50cm cable to Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

Pass the 50cm connecting line through the gray beam and pull it towards the rear

of the vehicle



Continue through the red bracket

Wrap the 50cm cable around the red bracket



Continue to circle around another red bracket

Take an Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders



Connect the 50cm cable to Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders

Go to the rear of the car and remove the tail light indicated by the arrow



Lift the black bezel first

Take off the taillights, pay attention not to remove the beige connecting rod

marked by the circle



Remove the red lampshade



Take a 30cm white lamp bead with the luminous side facing up and place it between

the studs

Restore lampshade, fix lamp bead



Replace the red taillights at the rear

Take the other half of the taillight and remove the two ramp lampshades



Take a 30cm white lamp bead and place the light-emitting face up on the stud

to restore the transparent slope



Take another 30cm white lamp bead, install the bulb in the same way, restore

the orange slope

The effect after restoration is as follows



Restore the second group of tail lights to the rear of the car



Restore the black bezel and fix the tail light

Twist the 3 lamp bead wires together



Will lead through the gap indicated by the arrow

Pass the lamp bead line through the gray round hole



Tighten the wire

Pass the wire through the red bracket and connect it to 12 sockets



Turn the vehicle 180 degrees and remove the tail lights on the other side



Remove the taillights, be careful not to remove the beige connecting rod marked

by the circle



Remove the red lampshade

Take a 30cm white light bulb between the studs, restore the lampshade to fix

the bulb



Replace the taillights at the rear



Break down the other half of the taillights



Take a 30cm white light bulb and place it on the stud to restore the transparent

ramp to fix the bulb



In the same way, install another 30cm white light bulb and restore the orange

slope to fix the light bulb



Restore the tail light, pay attention to avoid the round hole



Restore the upper baffle

Screw the three lamp wires together



Bypass the wire from the gap shown

Pass the wire through the gray round hole



Continue to pass the wire through the round hole of the red bracket



Connect the three lamp grain wires to 8 sockets

Remove the adhesive from the socket and wind the wire around the socket



Take two double-sided tapes and paste them on the back of the socket



Paste the socket on the red bracket

At this point, this set of lighting is installed



Turn on the power switch and test it!



If you want to keep the lights on, we also provide a USB power cord

Lay the vehicle on its side and remove the battery case



Pass the USB power cable through the gray frame under the car and make a circle



Connect the USB power cord to Socket with 12 Outlet Extenders

Return the car body to the right position, just connect the USB power



You can also connect the USB power supply to the Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders

at the rear of the car



In the same way, you will pass the USB power cable through the red frame under

the car and make a circle



Connect the USB power cord to the Socket with 8 Outlet Extenders at the rear

of the car

Return the car body to the right position, just connect the USB power



I wish you a happy time!
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